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Actuality of the education system technification 

• Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Education" article 51. “Rights,

duties and responsibilities of pedagogical employee“ paragraph 3.2 "Pedagogical
employee is obliged to ensure educational services quality provided in
accordance with the requirements of state compulsory educational standards.
“(UNT results, H. Ebbinghaus theory).
• "We must pay great attention to the functional literacy of our students, in
general of all younger generation. It is important to our children to be adapted to
modern life "(N. Nazarbayev. "Strategy of Kazakhstan - 2050"). (OECD
requirements).
• Low results of Kazakh schoolchildren in international comparative studies
of the education quality PISA, TIMSS, PIRLS.
• Transition from informative and explanatory (instructional) education
model based on knowledge-centered approach to constructive learning model
based on functional-competence approach.



Definition
TTMSL – project of Pedagogical System (PS), translated into practice. 
PS=MSL+DPr (Methodical System of Learning + Didactical Process)
DPr=М+Pa+Ma (Motive + Pedagogical activity + Management); 
MSL = {aim, content, methods, forms, study aids}

Characteristics of TTMSL
1. Diagnostic aim setting and objective assessment (criterial assessment) of students’ academic 

success, as well as guaranteed achievements of learning aims. 
2. Structure and content of Didactical Process built for student’s development through 

independent cognitive activity.

Definition and general characteristics of 
pedagogical technologies

Thus, pedagogical technology is a learning process algorithm, encompassing
its motivational, content-methodical, control-evaluative, procedural components in a
system and integrally, allowing to design a lesson on the basis of activity approach,
which guarantees an educational achievements of all learners at the level of the
State Educational Standards requirements.



Diagnostic setting of learning aims is the main condition for 
pedagogical technologies development 

The diagnostic setting of learning aims is characterized
by the fact that these aims are formulated through learning
outcomes expressed in the actions of students that can be
accurately measured and identified.

The most common example of learning aims diagnostic
setting is B. Bloom's Taxonomy, characterized by a hierarchical
sequence of aims: knowledge, understanding, application,
analysis, synthesis, evaluation.



Three-dimensional methodical learning system

The three-dimensional methodical system is the
expansion and dissemination of taxonomic approach of B.
Bloom's aim-setting to other components of methodical
learning system (content, methods, forms and study aids).

"Three-dimensionality" means the existence of a
multilevel system, hierarchy, i.e. vertical (height) that is relative
to each of components of the methodical learning system: aim,
content, methods, forms and means of learning . Traditional
"knowledgeable" learning is actually realized only by
components of the first level of three-dimensional methodical
learning system.



THREE-DIMENSIONAL METHODICAL LEARNING SYSTEM
Three-dimensional methodical learning system (ТMLS) – a set of taxonomy

(hierarchy) of interconnected and interdependent core components of the educational
process: aims, content, methods, means and organization learning forms

Three-dimensional methodical 
learning system B.Blooms Taxonomy of aims

Aims       Content Methods     Forms          Study aids



Didactical Process = М + Ca + M – where, М – motive, Ca – cognitive
activity of student, M – management.

A study showed a hierarchical nature of motive, cognitive activity
and managerial processes. This allowed to further expand the level of
interconnection and interdependence of TMSL components with the
motivation, cognitive activity and management levels.

A set of level relationships, listed components of Didactical Process
with the components of TMSL served as the basis for the development
of didactic matrix.

HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE 
OF DIDACTIC PROCESS ELEMENTS 



Didactic matrix is a leveled relationship between the three-dimensional methodological
system of learning (aim, content, methods, forms and study aids) with taxonomies of motive,
activity, skills, quality of learning and mastering of educational material.
Didactic matrix consists of hierarchically interconnected components of the entire
Pedagogical system.

Didactic matrix ; ↗ - learning vector

Didactic Matrix is the quintessential essence of TTMSL

Taxonomy 
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ROLE OF DIDACTIC MATRIX IN DEVELOPMENT OF CRITICAL THINKING 
AND ORGANIZATION OF DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING IN GENERAL

1. Didactic matrix is the basis for transition from the "knowledge-centered"
education approach to personality-activity, competence-developing paradigm.

2. Hierarchical essence of TMSL opens the way for a wide introduction of active and
interactive teaching methods in practice, an implementation of a developmental
learning concept, an objective (criterion) evaluation of students' academic
achievements, fosters the development of innovative pedagogical technology
based on the personality - activity approach, since all its components have
didactic resources from "knowledge" to "creativity", covering the zones of
"actual" and “closest development" of students.

3. The didactic matrix allows us to delineate zones boundaries of L.S. Vygotsky’s

"actual" and “closest development", effectively implement the principles of
developmental learning and visually demonstrate the process of "absorption" by
zone of "actual development" of zone of “closest development" during the
educational process.



Technology of three-dimensional methodical system of learning (TTMSL) - a
project of the pedagogical system, developed on the basis of didactic matrix,
allowing to form functional literacy through developmental learning environment
that guarantees results.

The technology of three-dimensional methodical system of learning, designed on a
platform of the didactic matrix (including a three-dimensional methodical system of
learning) integrates two trends of pedagogical technology: a research -
oriented technology and results-oriented technology, involves the use of
active and interactive methods, group and individual forms of studying, diagnostic
setting of aims and criterial evaluation of student learning success.

Technology of three-dimensional methodical system of learning 



TTMSL unites the innovative potential of two trends in pedagogical technology and 
consists of two parts:
a) synectical part, where is implemented an Investigational learning in a command form, with the 
use of active and interactive methods, critical thinking technology;
b) part of individual activity (result-oriented part), where student independently performing the 
level tasks ascends up the "ladder" of didactic matrix, fixing the knowledge and skills obtained in the 
first part, and also "discovering" new by means of search activity, plunging deeper into cognitive -
research environment.

I – synectical part, 
II – part of individual activity TTMSL (result-
oriented part).
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Learning model with the use of TTMSL, based on didactic 
matrix



Logical-structural model of TTMSL (Pyramid TTMSL)

When implementing TTMSL, as to the result of learning each successive hierarchical
stage of didactic matrix is narrowed, so the logical-structural model of TTMSL 

takes the form of a pyramid.
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TTMSL Pyramid

Logical and structural model of TTMSL is presented in the
form of a pyramid consisting of Bloom's taxonomy, a hierarchy of
critical thinking stages and activities, the system-forming core in
which is the didactic matrix. Note that the Bloom’s pyramid,
consisting only of the taxonomy of goals, serves as the basis only
for planning and objective assessment of students' learning
achievements. TTMSL pyramid, combining the two models of
teaching through a didactic matrix, becomes a project of a
pedagogical system modernized on the basis of a personality-
activity approach, i.e. algorithm for designing a technological map of
constructive learning.



Psycho-pedagogical bases of TTMSL

1. L.S. Vygotsky’s theory on transition in the learning process, on
student’s mental development from the zone of "actual development"
to the zone "of proximal development", implemented through the
work, passing from reproductive to a productive level.

2. S.L. Rubinstein’s concept on inclusion of object's thoughts in a new
connections in the thinking process and thereby identification of new
properties in it, leading to inventions and discoveries.

3. Philosophy and pedagogical views of John Dewey.
4. "Theory of complete assimilation" B. Bloom.
5. "Theory of needs" A. Maslow.
6. V.P. Bespalko’s concept on pedagogical technologies.



Student is a subject of a didactic process

Interconnection of two parts TTMSL 
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Teacher is a subject (facilitator) of didactical process 

As a result:
Learning process becomes for student as an environment of 
"immersion" of search activity, a teacher becomes a coach. 
Pedagogical interaction is implemented on a "subject-subject“ 
scheme 

He becomes:
An author of developing textbooks and teaching materials developed 
on a technological basis, including taking into account ICT’s didactic 
possibilities

He develops by himself:
a)   a task system to ensure independent  searching activity of student 
on didactical matrix “ladder” ;
B) a system of leveled tasks for criterial evaluation of students’ 
learning achievements.

He is ICT competent: effectively uses ICT’s didactic possibilities
in lesson designing

He designs: lesson on technological basis 

He masters:

Two trends of pedagogical technologies (PT)
a) PT suggesting learning as a research process (including critical 
thinking PT) and aimed at creative thinking, dialogue training, team 
work, etc.; 
b) result-oriented  PT (development on stairs of didactic matrix, 
individual cognitive activities, criterial assessment, guarantee of 
academic success in accordance with state educational standard)



Formation of students’ cogitative activity methods –
foundation of TTMSL

• Thinking is formed in the process of cognitive activity. Student learns while thinking
and thinks while learning. TTMSL provides a transition from the reproductive level of
thinking to the productive one.

• In conditions of developmental, pragmatical learning students must learn methods and
techniques of self-exploration - cognitive activity. The role of driving force in this is
played by methods of cogitative (mental) activity. (L.Zankov’s theory)

• Under the techniques of mental activity is understood the logic operation or a set of
logical operations, subordinated to resolution of certain problems.

• Main types of methods of cogitative activity are:
1) analysis and synthesis; 2) a comparison; 3) an allocation of main; 4) generalization
and systematization; 5) specification; 6) proof and refutation;
7) modeling.

• Formed methods of cogitative activity becoming active learning methods, help to
achieve higher learning levels. Pedagogical activity  Socio-pedagogical activity.



Active learning methods are built on the "teacher-student" and "student-teacher"
interaction schemes. Children act as equal participants in the learning process.

Common methods of active learning:
problem lecture, presentations, didactic games; a basket-method, a heuristic

conversation, a lecture with a stop.
Interactive methods are based on the interaction schemes "teacher-student-teacher" and

“student-student". Students work in a team, interacting with each other, master new
knowledge and skills. The teacher's task is to create conditions for students' a search
activity.

The most common methods of interactive learning:
brainstorming, business games, project method, round table (discussion, debate), pop

formula, case method, etc.
Passive methods (monologue) are focused on "knowledge-centered" learning,

encompassing levels of mastering knowledge and understanding.
Active and interactive methods make it possible to implement all levels of the taxonomy

of learning objectives.

Active and interactive methods 
are main components of synectic part of TTMSL
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Critical thinking - is the ability to raise new questions, to produce a variety of
arguments, to make independent decisions.

CHALLENGE IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION
1. Actualization of available 
knowledge;

2. Awakening interest in 
obtaining information;

3. Setting of own learning 
objectives by a student;

1. Application of new 
information, comprehension.

2. The ratio to the existing 
knowledge, knowledge 
systematization

3. Adjustment of a learning 
objectives by a student.

1. A holistic understanding, 
summarizing of information 
received.

2. Thinking, birth of a new 
knowledge

3. Formation at each student 
of their own attitudes to the 
studied material

Synectical part of TTMSL.
Characteristic of stages of critical thinking formation 
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Summary table of aims and methods on
"Critical thinking“ technology

STAGES CHALLENGE IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION

A
im

s

- Actualization of 
previous experience and 
knowledge of trainees.
- Activation of  students 
activity.
- Motivation formation  
to learning activity.
- Setting of individual 
aims in learning activity 
by trainees.

- Application of a new 
knowledge by trainees.
- Formation of knowledge 
awareness and 
systematization, 
correlation of known with 
the new.
- Mastering the ways of 
working with information. 
- Support the aims set at 
Challenge stage.

- Assignment of new 
knowledge.
- Creation of a holistic 
view of the subject.
- Extension of the 
problem field, setting 
new aims in learning 
activities.
- Work on evaluation 
and development self-
evaluation of learners in 
the subject.
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- "Brainstorming" 
- Forecasting (by portrait, 
picture) 
- Forecasting by keywords 
- Alternative test (correct 
or incorrect statements) 
- Wording of questions, 
which answers need to be 
find in the text 
- Cluster 
- Table “Z-X-Y"

- Reading of text with 
marking by the insert 
method
- Highlight key words by 
underlining
- Lecture with stops
- Thin and thick 
questions (priority issues 
behind thick)
- Fishbone
- Keeping "logbook"

- Marking table insert 
- Creative works -
cinquain, essay 
- Return to keywords, 
true and false statements 
- Keeping a diary, a letter 
to a friend 
- Construction of a cluster 
from keywords 
- Entangled logic circuits
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- An actualized experience
- An activized knowledge
- Formed motive

- Systematized knowledge
- Strengthening of the 
objectives stated at the 
stage Challenge

- Appropriation of 
knowledge
- Formed holistic view of 
subject
- Problems set to further 
promote



Result-oriented part of TTMSL

Diagnostic setting of learning objectives, transition from
informative content to activity-based, developing learning content, an
introduction of activity-based pedagogical qualimetry, including criteria
evaluation system assumes implementation of result-oriented TTMSL.

At the same time, philosophy of evaluating the students' academic
achievements and an essence of the teaching quality concept is radically
changing.

Quality of teaching - the ratio of aims and learning outcomes as a
measure to achieve the aims, with that the aims are set only
diagnostically and predicted in the zone of proximal development of the
student.



Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy - system of diagnostically set learning aims is the basis for 
designing development tasks and criteria for objective evaluation

GENERAL CATEGORIES OF
LEARNING AIMS

CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS’ 

RESULTS

1. Knowledge. This category defines memorization and reproduction of
the material studied. We can talk about different kinds of content - from
concrete facts to holistic theories. Common feature of this category -
remembering the relevant information.

• knows terms used;
• know specific facts;
• knows methods and procedures;
• knows basic concepts;
• knows rules and principles.

2. Understanding. As an indicator of the ability to understand the
meaning of studied material may serve a transformation (translation) of the
material thereof to another form of expression, "translation" from one
"language" to another (e.g., from verbal form - in math). As an indicator of
understanding can also act interpretation of material by student (explaining
summary) or assumption about the future course of phenomena, events
(predicting consequences, results). These learning outcomes are superior to
simple memorization of material.

• understands facts, rules and principles;
• interprets verbal material;
• interprets diagrams, graphs and charts;
• converts verbal material in 

mathematical expressions;
• supposedly describes future 

consequences arising from the available 
data.

3. Applying. This category defines the ability to use studied material in
specific circumstances and new situations. This includes the application of
rules, methods, concepts, principles, laws and theories. Appropriate
learning outcomes require a higher performance level than understanding.

• uses the concepts and principles in new 
situations;

• apply the laws, theories in specific 
practical situations;

• demonstrates the correct application of 
the method and procedures.



4. Analysis. This category defines the ability to break material into 
components so that its structure appeared clear. This includes isolation of parts 
of the whole, revealing the relationships between them, realization of principles 
of the whole organization. Learning outcomes are characterized with higher 
intellectual level than understanding and application because they require 
awareness of both a learning material content , and its internal structure. 

• allocates hidden (implicit) 
suggestions;

• sees mistakes and omissions 
in the logic of argument;

• makes differences between 
facts and consequences;

• evaluates significance of 
data.

5. Synthesis. This category defines the ability to combine elements so as to
obtain a whole, embracing novelty. Such a new product can be a message
(performance, report), a plan of action or a set of generalized relations (scheme
to arrange the available data). Appropriate learning results suggest an action of
creative nature with an emphasis on the creation of new schemes and structures.

• writes a little creative essay;
• makes a plan of experiment;
• uses knowledge from various 

fields to compare plan of 
solving a particular problem.

6. Evaluation. This category defines the ability to assess the significance of
each material (approval, artwork, research data) for a specific purpose.
Judgments of student should be based on clear criteria. Criteria can be either
internal (structural, logical) and external (matching the intended target). Criteria
can be determined by the student, or be asked to him outside (e.g., teacher).
This category implies the achievement of learning outcomes on all previous
categories plus evaluative judgments based on clearly defined criteria.

• evaluates logic of material in 
the form of written text;

• evaluates compliance of 
available data conclusions ;

• evaluates product  
importance a of the activity, 
on the basis of external 
quality criteria.



The humanistic paradigm (also DM TTMSL) requires the modernization of the principles and
criteria for selecting the content of education.

«Scientific“ principles and principles of "accessibility" are replaced by the principles of self-
realization, consciousness and activity.

Priority criteria are:
1. Changing content from the source of information to the means of active search and cognitive activity

of the student, forming intellectual abilities.
2. Reforming the structure of content to conform to the structure of the process of cognition (Cl-AH-

C2), the thought process, the process of assimilation.
3. Revising content to correspond to the goals of cognitive activity (the hierarchical structure of

content), stages of the didactic matrix, designing level-based developmental tasks, the conceptual
basis of which is the 4-element theory of the content of education.
Level-based assignments are necessary for the development of individual student research activity,

criteria-based evaluation of their academic achievements, and organization of targeted corrective actions.
The solution of the level-based tasks plays an important role in the development of the students'

skills necessary for their successful performance in international studies of the quality of education
(PISA, TIMSS, etc.)
4. Accounting didactic possibilities of ICT, etc.

Content of three-dimensional methodical system of learning 



Textbooks of three-dimensional methodical system of learning 

1. Textbook that develops the skills for making students better researchers
2. Textbook with a problem-reasoning presentation, questions and tasks of

different complexity aimed at independent problem-solving
3. Textbook that immerses a student in the situation of a dialogue,

textbook-interlocutor.
4. Textbook with a research method of presentation, which provides the

possibility of independent "discoveries".
5. Textbook that has a system of level-based tasks for independent and

thematic tests.
6. Textbook based on a technological approach. TTMSL is the basis for the

development of the author's textbook of teachers.



Some construction principles of three-dimensional content of 
methodical system of learning

Personal-activity approach, developing education, critical thinking
formation and functional literacy development suggests that students in a
process of leveled tasks performance will gradually climb up the ladder of
didactic matrix development, herein as stepping stones ladder of
development act leveled exercises - tasks;

An objective on skills formation as a learning aim should be reflected in
the educational process structure and in a system of exercises in the textbook
and learning process, on their number and system of their inclusion in the
lesson context and development method in homework.

The selection of all school subjects content in the curriculum must be
done in accordance with the intended aim of learning and upbringing.



Tasks-questions  on content constructing of three-dimensional methodical learning
system (on taxonomy of B.Bloom, V.P. Bespalko and features of knowledge quality)  

Level 1 Memorization of facts
What…?

Where..?
Why…?

When…? 

How…?

Who were majors…?

Who/What from …?

Who was…?

When…happened?
How would you show…?

How… happened?
List three…?

Remember…
Choose…

Define…

Name…

Level 2 Understanding 
Compare…

Find a context…
Demonstrate…

Retail in your own words…

How would you explain…?

Give the classification of following ...
What is the main idea ...?
What suggestions ... confirm?
Explain what is happening now ...

What do you mean ...? 
What can you say about ...? 
What is the best answer ...? 
How would you briefly 
explain...?

Level 3 Applying 
How would you use ...?
What are some examples you can find ...?
Apply the facts in order to ...
How would you show your understanding of ...?
What approach would you use ...?
What would happen as a result of ...?
What would you ask in an interview with ...?
How would you apply what you have learned to develop ...?

How differently would you do to ...?
How would you decide ... using what is now 
learned?
How would you have placed the ... to show ...?
What elements would you choose to change ...?
What facts would you have selected to show ...?



(on taxonomy of B.Bloom, V.P. Bespalko etc.)
(continuation)

Level 3 Analysis
How ... is associated with ...?
Why do you think ...?
What is the theme ...?
What is the motive in ...?
List the parts ...?
What is the function ...?

What are the parts or characteristics of ...? 
How would you classify ...? 
Identify the different parts ...? 
What is the relationship between ...? 
Spend the difference between ...? 
What ideas confirm...?

Which category would you distribute ...?
What conclusion can be derived ...?
What conclusions can be made ...?

Level 4 Assessment
Do you agree with actions ...?
Do you agree with the effects ...?
What is your opinion on ...?
How would you prove ...? Refute 
...?
Define the value or importance ...
It would be better if ...?
Why did they  chose ....?

What would you recommend ...?
To what sort ... do you qualify?
How could you define ...?
How would you substantiate ... ?
Why is it better than ...?

What would you quoted in defense of actions ...?
What choice would you do in their place?
In what order by priority would you have placed ...?
What judgment would you put up ...?
Basing on what you know, how would you explain ...?
What data have been used to reach this conclusion?
How would you compare the ideas ...? People ...?

Creative work
How would you improve ...?
How you think, why ...?
Suggest alternative ...
Think ...
Predict the consequences if ...
A model that would change ...

How would you design ...?
What changes would you make to 
solve ...?
What would happen if ... 7
How would you test ...?
What facts you can gather ...?
Come up with an unusual way to 
...?

What could be combined to improve (change) ...?
How would you have altered ... to create another ...?
How would you have changed (altered) content (plan) 
...?
What could be done to reduce (increase) ...?
If suddenly you could .... what would you do ...?



Three-dimensional methodical learning system (4-element content framework  (I. Lerner)
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Criterial assessment of students' learning successes in the 
context of TTMSL application

1. Criterial assessment is an assessment based on scientifically
justified criteria, corresponding to the aims and education
content, i.e. an assessment that consists of components (criteria)
that accurately reflect student’s educational achievements in
different areas of their educational and cognitive competence
development.

2. Taxonomy of B. Bloom, Taxonomy of V.P. Bespalko, didactic
matrix serve as a basis for development of criterial assessment
system in the conditions of students’ functional literacy
formation.

3. Criterial assessment should encourage student’s ongoing
development on the "ladder" of didactic matrix.

4. Criterial assessment involves the introduction of a multi-point
assessment system into practice.



Tasks of criteria-based assessment of student achievement in TTMSL 
:

1. Objective evaluation of student learning achievements (formative and
summative assessment), student's work is assessed based on a pre-determined and
known criterion.
2. Determining the difficulties in learning on each topic for the organization of
necessary corrective actions.
3. Motivating students to eliminate existing gaps in learning and to move up the
"ladder of development" of didactic matrix. Reducing anxiety, eliminating the
"fear of failure".
4. Based on clear evaluation criteria, the formation of students' self-assessment
skills.
5. Monitoring the quality of teaching in educational organizations, monitoring
the effectiveness of developed standards, curricula, applied pedagogical
techniques, as well as the textbooks and teachers’ resources used.
6. Providing feedback between teachers, students and parents, aimed at
improving student achievements.



Description of assessment criteria in TTMSL

Grades Assessment of students’ 

achievements

Description of students’ achievements

1-3 Minimal Limited achievement of the expected results on the topic. Execution of actions to reproduce the

required knowledge and skills; performing standard actions and under the supervision of the teacher;

expressing limited interest in learning and subject matter. This level of educational results can be fully

achieved by all students in TTMSL

4-6 Satisfactory Achieving the intended learning outcomes on the topic. Performing actions that demonstrate an

understanding of the required knowledge and skills. Interpretation of material (explanation, summary)

assumption about the future course of events. Performs actions by known algorithms, completes

similar assignments, if necessary - with the help of a teacher, demonstrates willpower, interest in

learning.

7-9 Good Achieving the intended learning outcomes on the topic in general. Adequate development of the

required knowledge and skills to effectively apply them in specific circumstances and new situations.

Solving atypical problems. Self-transformation of existing knowledge and skills to solve unusual

problems. Performs tasks independently or with little help of a teacher, expresses an interest in

learning and achieving results.

10-12 Excellent Fully meeting and exceeding planned learning outcomes on the topic. Knowledge, skills, ability to

apply them independently and effectively not only in known situations, but also in new situations,

including solution of real-life problems. Problems requiring an ability to search for information,

research data and apply creative thinking. Demonstrates creative skills.



Multi-points assessment system of students’ 
achievements

The use of a 12-point scale allows you to set a specific range of
marks (1-3), (4-6) according to each level of educational achievements.
When evaluating teachers give a certain mark from a range, depending
on whether tasks were completed entirely or partially, or contain errors.
Assessment tools in evaluation of students' achievements are:
➢ Level-based tasks (tasks, exercises, assignments in text form,

practical assignments etc.);
➢ System of level-based tasks in the form of tests, practical

diagnostic work, computer simulations. Tasks are developed for
each level of educational achievements and include student
activities determined in accordance with the evaluation criteria



Requirements for evaluation tasks for criteria-based 
assessment of students’ achievements

Levels of 

educational 

achievements

Types of assignments Tests 

I

Minimal

Simple tasks (in one step) :

- Knowledge of the facts, basic concepts, rules and principles, procedures, terms.

- Recognition,

- Repetition,

- Identification,

- Listing and describing,

- Comparing and contrasting,

- Distribution,

- Solving typical problems in standard situations,

- Performing standard calculations,

- Carrying out simple experiments according to instructions.

1. Close-end  questions  (contain questions 

and answers):

- Multiple-choice questions,

- More than one correct answer.

2. Simple practical tasks.

II Satisfactory

Simple and compound

assignments:

- Comparison

- Detecting connection

- Emphasizing  the main part,

- Explaining cause and effect,

- Interpretation of the material (for an explanation, a summary in your own 

words)

- Describing charts, graphs and schemes;

- Conversion of verbal material in mathematical expressions,

- Solving typical problems in a non-standard situation

1. Close-end  questions :

- Multiple choice answers

- To restore order,

- To restore conformity;

2. Open-end questions (do not contain 

answers):

- To complement,

3. Practical (experimental) tasks



III

good

Composite job:

- The use of learned material in new situations.

- Application of the rules, methods, concepts, principles, laws, and theories in practical situations:

- The use of information and ideas to solve a problem,

- Schematic representation,

- Modeling,

- Ordering,

- Proof,

- Drawing analogies,

- Computational and experimental tasks containing subtasks with obvious links between them.

1. Open-end questions:

- With a short answer;

- With a detailed answer;

2. Practical (experimental design, 

research) job.

IV

excellent

Complex tasks on:

- Analysis, synthesis,

- Modeling,

- Abstraction,

- Essay writing, 

- Creativity,

- The nomination and confirmation of hypotheses,

- Arguments;

- Develop a plan of an experiment, an analogy for solving the real-life problems,

- Communication, mutual influence;

- Identification of the causes;

- Non-algorithmic search for solutions to problems;

-Analysis and interpretation of research results;

- Evaluation logic of the material in the form of written text;

- Assessment of the adequacy findings to available data;

- Estimating the value of a product of the activity on the basis of external quality criteria

- Forecasting;

- Non-standard tasks, including those related to real-life situations;

- Computational and experimental tasks;

containing subtasks with implicit communication.

1. Open type tasks  requiring detailed 

answer;

2. Practical (experimental) task;

3. Research and creative tasks.



The Role of TTMSL in the development of functional literacy 
and competency of students

Criteria-based assessment, the formation of knowledge and skills
through the promotion of student achievement according to “stages”

of the didactic matrix form meta-subjective general abilities that
make up the core competence of graduates at each school level. It is
known that the generated key competences seve as universal modes
of action used in solving problems within the educational process and
in real life situations.

Thus, through a chain: subject specific knowledge→ inter-
disciplinary knowledge → key competences → functional
literacy, we fully address the main task of the State Education
Program on improvement of learning and teaching.



A democratic, health-saving approach to learning poses the problem for 21st century didactics for
cardinal reconstruction of the conceptual foundations of pedagogical qualimetry. TTMSL proposes a
transition from the principle of "evaluation - punishment for blunder" to the principle of "evaluation
as a stimulus to success“. The estimation by the "subtraction" method passes to the estimation by
the "addition" method.

A new paradigm for assessing students' learning achievements in 
the context of the application of TTMSL

Transition from «deduction» method to
«addition» by implementing «credit» system 

Credit



Assessment by stimulation method 
New philosophy of pedagogical qualimetry

(computed method, transparent gradebook)

№ Name Topic of learning material

A1 A2 A3 А4

1 Sidorov +++++ ++++ ++

2 Petrov +++++ +++

3 Ivanov +++++ ++

----- -----

25 Kulikov +++



Individual trajectory of 
student development

ТСР1 ТКР1 ТСР2 ТКР2

α1

α2

α3

ТКРnТСРn

levels



Т (semester)1 term 2 term 3 term 4 term

α1

α2

α3

levels

The averaged semester academic 
achievements of students



In order to transit from traditional Pedagogical System without diagnostic aims
and objective control, without didactically reasonable content, random
didactical processes and ossified organizational forms to prospective
Pedagogical System, is required its special design and experimental refinement
to excellence degree when the ratio “aim-result“ is guaranteed

Only by introducing new teaching techniques current stagnant state of both
pedagogical science and practice can be solved.

Pedagogical technology develops classical didactics, and this development is
expressed in formulated principles of pedagogical technology: structural and
meaningful integrity of technology, its diagnostic purposefulness, completeness, socio
and nature aligned, finally, the intensity of all processes.

Pedagogical technologies as a condition 
for education system modernization



Transition of all learning and upbringing work in the education system to
pedagogical technology means a decisive change in school practice from
arbitrariness in the construction and implementation of pedagogical process
to the strict validity of each of its elements and stage, focus on objectively
diagnosed final result.

School updating is only possible through science-based improvement of pedagogical
technology, involving a strictly scientific design and exact reproduction in the classroom
ensuring the success of pedagogical processes, rather than hope for the mythical occurring
from nowhere pedagogical skill of the teacher. Good, science-based technology of learning
and upbringing - this is the pedagogical skill.

(V.P.Bespalko. Components of pedagogical technology, Moscow, 1989).

Transition in education system practice to pedagogical technology means the same
decisive turn both in pedagogical science from the widespread substitution of genuine
scientific research and scientific demagogy and verbal gymnastics to search of true
fundamental and applied pedagogical knowledge, capable to become a direct
productive force in the improvement of school practice.



Advantages of applying of TTMSL?
1. TTMSL integrates two world trends of pedagogical technology: 

research-oriented technologies and result-oriented technologies.
2. Transition from knowledge centric didactics to three-dimensional 

personal-activity didactics.
3. Develops students’ functional literacy, criterial evaluation system.
4. Implements the project "Development books" where an author of 

textbook becomes the teacher himself. 
5. Effectively solves the problem of ungraded schools with combined 

classes, advance didactic potentials of elite and ordinary schools.
6. Ensures effective use of ICT in the learning process. 
7. Implements healthy techniques in school practice.



Thank you for your attention!


